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01. Definitions

Fygen is an innovative B2B online platform (SaaS) running under 
www.fygen.com. We provide subscription-based access to real-time 
industrial business data for your selected industries. Fygen.com is a service 
of Fygen Operations UG (haftungsbeschränkt), Friedrichstrasse 75, 10117 
Berlin, Germany (Licensor). “Fygen Real-time Industrial Monitor” means the 
current combination of the Licensor’s Database categories of information.

Fygen Real-time Industry Monitor allows Authorized Users (Licensees) to 
quickly and efficiently access relevant information on a wide variety of 
markets and manufacturing industries. Benefits of Fygen services include 
industrial and product specific data, which helps you to watch selected 
manufacturing businesses in real time at single factory level, connect you to 
the global markets, investigate the trends of development, make strategic 
decisions, and more.

02. Setup your industries and navigation

Fygen Real-time Industry Monitor allows Users to setup their industry(s). After 
the subscription and the payment process, Users will be directed 
automatically to a new page and Users can start setting up the industry(s). 
After the setup, Users can then find the navigation function simply at the top 
of the platform.

Fygen platform offers currently available industries for Authorized Users. 
Depending on the subscription plans (Details in section 06), Users can gain 
access to their selected industry(s).
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03. One license for the whole platform

Fygen Real-time Industry Monitor offers currently available data, i.e. factory
activity level in different industries. After a successful payment process and
the selection of industry(s), you can find your available industries under “My
invoices/info”.

Fygen collects, evaluates, and publishes key data on relevant subjects,
providing Users with a comprehensive overview of available information on a
specific topic.

04. User interface and interactive controls

Fygen platform offers currently available data categories (i.e. Factory Activity
Level and Values of Production). Users can switch between monitor tabs by
simply clicking on them.

Under our interactive graph, Fygen enables the mouse-hover function as an
user-friendly feature for displaying the selected data point in different
geographic regions.
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Current changes in percentage are calculated according to the datasets
reported from individual geographic region. More analytic details can be
found by clicking on the symbol “info”. When clicking on the card, it will direct
the Users automatically to a new page consisting of an overview dataset(s)
with the selected region.

Under the specific tab “Factory Activity Level”, Fygen facilitates the search
feature “Select a single factory” with filters or keywords, allowing Users to
quickly and efficiently locate individual factories currently available.

05. Implementation and Handling of Sources

Fygen provides naming and description of the original source (i.e. an official
statistical office) if available online. In other cases, the data is based on own
research and calculations or on expert opinions. The display of normalized
indexes or quantitative data are clearly stated in different cases. Statistical
Normalization is automatically generated according to our selected
reference data point. Geolocation data collection procedure strictly follows
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA).

06. Service Description and duration of subscription

The following includes a brief description of services offered by subscription
plans. All subscription plans offer a quarterly (3-month) subscription period.
The complete Terms and Conditions can be found on our website.
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At least one industry has to be selected before submitting the subscription
request by clicking “PURCHASE NOW”.

Fygen shall issue a quarterly invoice for subscribing any of the selected plans
upon acceptance of our offer. Payment for your 3 months subscription is due
before activation of your account. Use of a subscription plan is available only
to the Authorized User.

07. Subscription cancellation

Under “My account”, subscription can be cancelled at any time by clicking
Renewal Date / “Cancel”, as shown in below screenshot.

All subscription plans enable User to get access to the Fygen Platform
available data, graphs and information related to the selected industry(s).
This also includes any updates (i.e. expansion of available data) of industries
in the platform during the corresponding subscription period. Cancellation of
subscription is possible with two clicks in the account settings at any time.
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08. Technical Notes

Technical requirements for Fygen include an up-to-date internet browser.
The internet browser must allow the running of scripts, for example
JavaScript, requested from the Fygen website.

09. Rights to Publication

Publication rights are NOT included in any kind of license. All registered Users
acquire a simple right of usage for private use. A right of use for commercial
purposes is not granted.

Licensee may not, nor allow its employees to redistribute, sublicense,
disseminate, publish, display, prepare derivative works based on, change,
modify, alter or distribute in any form to any third party any of the Fygen
Information, in any manner without the prior written consent of Licensor.
Licensee receives no ownership rights hereunder.

For further details see our Terms and Conditions.




